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SEO Hosting Plans are highly dependent on the kind of Class C IPs as well as server used for
optimizing the websites and are priced according to the services and facilities they offer. There is no
question about the pricing and services being directly proportional to each other, as better the
performance, higher the cost of maintenance. But some very efficient service providers offer SEO
Hosting Packages with very affordable prices without compromising on the quality of services.

According to the Class C IPs, packages are designed in SEO Hosting and the RAM, memory
capacity and Hard disk with bandwidth is decided as per the numbers of Class C IPs clubbed in a
package.

â€¢ C Class IP wise SEO Hosting Plans can be of 2 types; shared C Class IP hosting and dedicated
Class C IP hosting. For dedicated IP hosting, control panels are provided; only if the server is a VPS
or dedicated one.

â€¢ In case of shared C Class IP hosting usually shared servers are provided, as there is hardly any
use of shared IPs under a dedicated or VPS service. Usually low traffic websites are hosted under
shared IPs and they carry the danger of being affected by spam and other hazardous materials on
the web, as any of their neighboring sites might carry this spam and spoil the business.

As per the types of Server used in SEO Hosting, hosting plans fall under 3 major categories;

Shared SEO Hosting Plans:

In a shared SEO Hosting plan the IPs may be shared or dedicated depending upon the clientsâ€™
requirements.

Shared servers are responsible host multiple clientsâ€™ websites in a single server and hence the
maintenance cost is very low.

The bandwidth, RAM and disk space is being shared by all the clients, which reduces the overall
performance of the websites and usually is of no use for heavy traffic sites.

When your siteâ€™s business increases with time, the websites may crash as it canâ€™t bear the load and
you may lose all vital business data. So at such situations it is advised to seek a VPS, which would
offer dedicated services within a low budget.

Virtual Private Server Hosting:

In this plan the clients share a single physical server virtually with other clients, without being
interrupted or exposed to them. Each client feels as if he owns that particular server. System
resources are shared in a parallel manner, which enables all the websites to run at their best without
any trouble. Each of the clients gets control panels like dedicated servers in order to manage
multiple web accounts of that package. This is as safe as the dedicated server, as no client is
allowed to peek into the neighborâ€™s environment and run their own OS as well as software.

Dedicated SEO Hosting Plan:
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This is the most expensive hosting plan and used by big business corporations. It is very safe and
efficient with control panels to handle multiple accounts in a single go.
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SEOHost.com is one of the premier portals on the World Wide Web which has been formulated with
the intention of providing a SEO Hosting Plans options for webmasters around the world who seek a
way to ensure that their websites reach the top ranks of all major search engines. In this innovative
technique of a VPS Hosting Services.
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